Growing penetration of renewable generation in power systems brings more challenges in transient stability assessment using direct methods. One of the reasons is the inability to assess the risk of instability brought by tripping of a large amount of RGs due to violation of their ride through curves. In this paper, a scalable approach is proposed based on the Lyapunov functions family to estimate the stability region under ride through constraints. An inner polytopic approximation to the feasibility region is proposed to convexify the overall problem. The acquired constrained stability region estimate helps capture trajectories that trigger undesirable tripping of renewable generation. A 2machine system is used to visualize its effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
Transient stability assessment (TSA) refers to estimating the maximum fault clearing time such that the system remains stable (critical clearing time, or CCT). Conventional direct methods [1] do so by estimating the whole or relevant portion of the stability region (SR) [2] of the post-fault system and then simply checking whether the system at the time of fault clearing is within that region. The purpose is to capture instability phenomena like loss of synchronism, voltage collapse, etc which is characterized by the fault on trajectory exiting the SR of the post fault stable equilibrium point (SEP).
Renewable generation (RG), specifically at distribution level, is made to be tripped offline during system disturbances to prevent feeding in an islanding situation. This is done with the help of ride-through settings which are limits on operating conditions mainly voltage and frequency. LVRT, which gives the lower limit on voltage, is the most relevant one when studying faults. A major issue is that the trip logic is based on local measurements of voltage and frequency at the point of interconnection which may not correctly observe the islanding event. There can be disturbances that may not result in islanding but cause wide-spread tripping of RGs thereby causing a system collapse. This is characterized by the system trajectory exiting the feasibility region (FR). This region refers to the points in state space where all operating constraints are met. The traditional direct methods cannot capture this phenomenon.
The SR characterization for constrained dynamical systems was introduced in [3] . Mishra et.al. proposed using sum of squares programming [4] , [5] to estimate this region for direct stability assessment of power systems under LVRT constraints. However, this approach faces serious computational limitations and therefore not scalable to large systems. Alberto et.al [6] proposed using the Potential Energy Boundary Surface (PEBS) method for TSA of such LVRT constrained systems which is known to have reliability concerns when used for multimachine systems [7] . Turitsyn et.al [8] proposed an approach that uses a family of Lyapunov functions (LFs) sharing the same structure as the energy function to get a decent estimate of the SR. This approach is scalable to large systems. We will be exploiting this approach along with advances in convex optimization for estimating the SR considering constraints based on the LVRT curves. This region is referred to as the LVRT constrained stability region (CSR). Some of the other important contributions of this work include, 1. Formulation of Lyapunov Functions Family (LFF) approach in the center of angle (COA) reference frame.
Optimal polytopic inner approximation of LVRT
constrained FR for convexifying the feasibility validation process within the estimation. The paper is organized as follows: section II talks about the CSR concept and LFF method to estimate the LVRT CSR; section III talks about polytope approximation of the LVRT constrained FR; the effectiveness of the proposed CSR estimation method is demonstrated on a 2-machine 3-bus test case in section IV; section V gives conclusions.
II. CONSTRAINED TRANSIENT STABILITY ASSESSMENT WITH LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS FAMILY A. Constrained Stability Region
By definition, CSR of a given SEP, of a system is a set of points from which the emerging trajectories never exit the FR and converge to . The difference between CSR and the overlapping area of SR with FR can be remarkable. For example in Figure 1 , even though is inside the FR and SR, the trajectory starting from it crosses the feasibility boundary (FB) eventually. Thus, this point is not in the CSR (shaded region). Furthermore, the FB is comprised of three types of components: the flow-out part (dashed line) where trajectories starting in the vicinity cross the boundary to the infeasible region, the flow-in part (straight line) where they get repelled to the feasible side and the semi-saddle points where they are tangential to the FB. Ref [3] shows CSR can only take flow-in and semi-saddle components of the FB as parts of its boundary. Now, the complexity of the CSR that can be estimated using only a level set of a given LF   V x is heavily restricted by the degree of the function chosen. This usually introduces conservativeness which can be reduced by using a combination of parts of the FB itself and a level set of the LF.
The aim is to find the maximal level set = { | ( ) < } satisfying the following constraints -
where, refers to the FR and ∂ is its boundary, FB; ∂ and ∂ refers to the flow-in and semi-saddle components on the FB, respectively. The CSR estimate is then given by ∩ . How to estimate this region using LFF is explained in the next section.
B. Finding Candidate Lyapunov Functions
As mentioned before, The LFF method essentially searches for optimal parameter values for a function belonging to the same family of functions to which the analytical energy function [1] belongs. In [8] , the method was described in the absolute angle frame. A major issue with analyzing the power system model in absolute angles is that the vector field itself is a function of differences of angles which means if ( * , 0) is an equilibrium point, so is ( * + , 0) yielding a single dimensional boundary-less manifold of equilibrium points having the exact same characteristics. From the power systems point of view, all of these points result in the same operating conditions which is effectively defined in terms of power flows. This means that the CSR needs to be estimated for a boundaryless surface of desired SEPs instead of a single one. Furthermore, using an LF in which, as done in [8] , the angle terms are defined not just in angle differences will have a level set having a closure and therefore unable to contain that whole surface of desirable SEPs. Thus, we propose a formulation of the LFF approach in the widely known center of angle reference (COA) frame in which the surface of SEPs collapses to a single isolated point.
The model for a lossless power system network reduced model with classical generators is shown below in COA frame with uniform damping. RGs are modeled as negative loads.
where is the inertia constant of the -th synchronous generator in the system; , is its mechanical input power; is its corresponding rotor angle and angular velocity, both in the COA reference frame, which satisfy ∑ = 0 and ∑ = 0 ; is its damping; is the corresponding entry of the Kron-reduced post-fault system susceptance matrix;
is its internal voltage magnitude. As in [8] , is defined as the deviation from the SEP. Here however it is in COA reference frame
where, * denotes the rotor angle value of the k-th generator in COA frame at the SEP.
Assuming the mechanical input power is constant, and = − , the state equation (2) can be written as
For convenience, in the rest of the paper angles in COA frame will be denoted by . Take the states to be = [
] . Separating the linear and non-linear parts, the state space model is of the form
which is the nonlinear part;
indicates the angle differences among generators; represents the set of branches in the Kron-reduced model. The parameter matrices of the model are as follows:
where, is the number of synchronous generators; | | refers to the number of branches in the system. For a lossless system, the summation of the electric power in the system should be zero. Thus the corresponding term ( ) ( ) = 0. Energy function [1] for the above system belongs to the following family of functions,
where, and are the two parameter matrices; is symmetric positive definite; is diagonal positive definite and { , } is its diagonal entry corresponding with the branch between bus and bus . By La Salle Invariance Principle [9] we search for these parameter values such that in some region containing the SEP,
where, = ⋯̇ ⋯ and = ( ). It was shown in [8] that when Using the S-procedure [10] and this inequality, the problem of finding and can be written as a linear matrix inequality (LMI) as shown in [8] :
where, is also a positive diagonal matrix. Once a candidate set of parameter matrices is estimated giving an LF, the CSR will be estimated using a level set of this function in combination with parts of the FB.
C. Estimating Constrained Stability Region
This candidate level set {( , )| ( , ) ≤ } has to satisfy the conditions given in Section II.A in order to be considered as an estimate for the CSR. We know that ̇≤ 0 inside { + * ≤ ∀ , } which is a polytope. Thus, as long as the trajectories are contained inside this set, will continue decreasing till it reaches the largest invariant set contained in the set { |̇( ) = 0} by La Salle Invariance Principle. As long as this set only contains a single SEP, it is guaranteed that the trajectories will converge to it.
In the present work, the only constraint we dealt with is the LVRT constraint which forms the FB. By definition, it is a lower limit on the bus voltage magnitude at the point of interconnection of RGs. For a classical system model, it can be represented as a nonlinear function of the rotor angles, which will be shown in the next section. For the time being, let us assume that we can find a polytopic inner approximation to the LVRT constrained FR. Thus, the intersection of the approximate LVRT constrained FR with the region where ̇≤ 0 given by { + * ≤ ∀ , } can be written in the form | + ≤ 0 . Here, is a coefficient matrix and is a constant vector both with number of rows. We will refer to this region as the approximate combined feasibility region (ACFR) which is also an invariant set. The boundary of this set referred to as ACFB is a collection of hyperplanes making up facets of the polytope. In general, the facet of this polytope can be uniquely described by the set . The sign of this derivative can then be used to classify that point as flow-in, flow-out or semi-saddle.
In order to check if the intersection of a Lyapunov level set {( , )| ( , ) ≤ } with the ACFR can be used as an estimate for the CSR, we simply need to make sure that no flowout points on the ACFB lie inside it. Checking if any flow-out points on the facet lie inside this set can be formulated as an optimization problem, This check can be done in a parallel manner across all the facets of the ACFB. One thing to mention here is that the equality constraint + = 0 comes from the fact that in the COA frame, the system dynamics are evolving on a lower-dimensional manifold as mentioned before which can be explicitly written as ∑ = × = 0 and ∑ = × = 0. Now, the above problem is a non-convex non-linear optimization problem due to non-convexity of the constraint ( , ) ≤ . However, if the operating domain is tightened to ≤ , ( , ) is convex [8] . Therefore, this replaces the original constraint + * ≤ with the definition of ACFR now revised accordingly. For each candidate LF ( , pair), a linear search of the level set value is expanded starting from 0 until a solution exists for (13). Figure 2 gives a visual representation of the overall process.
A fault will be called stable if the state at the time of faultclearing, lies inside the estimated CSR. However, being outside does not necessarily mean it is unstable, as it could be due to conservativeness in CSR estimation. An iterative approach to evolve the Lyapunov function to reduce the likelihood of such scenarios was proposed in [8] which we use here. The improvement is assured in the estimate of CSR in terms of the amount of overlap with the portion of the state space relevant to a given fault trajectory under study.
III. POLYTOPIC INNER APPROXIMATION OF LVRT CONSTRAINED FEASIBILITY REGION
As discussed in the previous section, a polytopic inner approximation of ACFR which is the intersection of LVRT constrained FR with ≤ needs to be found. The general form of LVRT constraints is
where, ( ) represents the voltage magnitude of bus , which is the interconnection bus of an RG; ( ) represents the time-varying LVRT curve value. Time-varying constraints are difficult to handle in Lyapunov approach. Therefore we conservatively convert it to the following time-independent formulation.
This approach only brings conservativeness in systems with slow voltage recovery and usually not so much in systems where, refers to the generator terminal current vector; represents the extended admittance matrix [11] , where all the loads and generators' transient reactances are transferred into branch admittances; refers to the generator internal EMF vector; and is the vector of bus voltages. So an equation between and can be found using the second row in (16):
is the parameter matrix derived from . Furthermore, one can find the square of bus voltage magnitude as a function of generator rotor angles making the LVRT constraint as:
is the function of the rotor angles vector, , corresponding to RG integrated bus ; and represent the magnitude and phase angle constants of bus , which are defined as follow:
and here refers to the magnitude of the internal voltage of generator ; , refers to the entry of in the position of row and column . This region is non-convex by nature.
Since the LVRT constraint is a summation of cosine terms in angle differences with each angle difference pair constrained to the finite region ≤ , we can simply find a lower linear approximation individually for each term and add them together to convert the overall non-linear constraint to a linear one. That being said, this is bound to bring conservativeness in the inner approximation of the LVRT constrained FR. This can be overcome by approximating each term with a combination of linear functions as shown in Figure 3 As an example, assume the LVRT constraint is ( ) = cos( ) + cos( ) ≥ . The first term is approximated by the minima of two linear functions, i.e. min ( + , + ). Similarly, The second term is approximated by min ( + , + ) . The overall FR approximation is written as ( ) = min( + ,
This region can also be written by the following set of constraints yielding a polytope - {  +  +  +  ≥ ,  +  +  +  ≥ ,  +  +  +  ≥ ,  +  +  +  ≥ } . Generalizing, an LVRT constraint with cosine terms where the term is approximated by the minimum of linear functions will result in an overall polytope with ∏ facets/linear constraints.
Let us assume that for a given cosine term cos ( + ) in (18), we need to find this set of lower bounding number of linear functions of the form × + for = 1: . The approximate function as mentioned before is formulated as min ( × + ). Earlier we saw that ≤ , ∀ , for convexity of LF which restricts our analysis to this region. The problem of finding these functions can be formulated as the following optimization problem which can be solved in parallel across all the ( , ) pairs. 
IV. CASE STUDY
The study case used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method is a 2-machine 3-bus system. The network model can be seen in Figure 4 . The reason for using a 2-machine system is that in the COA frame the state space becomes 2D making it possible to visualize the CSR. The method can be easily implemented on larger-scale systems because of the efficiency advantage brought by the LMI used for LF based direct methods for TSA and the polytopic approximation of the FR.
is set to be 0.85. The fault being assessed is a three-phase to ground fault between bus 1 and bus 2. The postfault initial state used for evolving LF as mentioned in the last paragraph of section II.C is the state value reached on sustaining the fault for 0.2 seconds. The CSR estimation results can be seen in Figure 5 . The orange arrows show the vector field of the post fault system at each point. Also shown are the boundaries of the original (brown lines) and the polytopic approximation (black lines) of the LVRT constrained FR, as well as the region for convexity of (light green lines). Here it can be seen that the ACFR estimate covers a large portion of the original combined FR. The flow out portions of the corresponding ACFB are marked in grey dashed lines, which can be seen from the arrow directions of the vector field.
We start by using the energy function as the initial LF ( ). As we start expanding its level set, the expansion stops as soon as it hits the edge of the flow out portion on the right, yielding the region marked in blue. This is popularly known as the closest UEP method [1] . Since does not fall inside it, we continue to check whether this could be due to the conservativeness in the estimated CSR. For that, we again search for a new LF candidate ( ) ( ). The maximum level-set (red circle) of ( ) ( ) is seen to contain . This means that the system is stable for the particular disturbance. ( ) ( ) is thus less conservative than the closest UEP method.
Let us now compare the estimated CSR (red dot-shaded region) with the actual CSR (blue dot-shaded region) in Figure  6 . It can be seen that the estimated CSR covers a significant portion of the actual CSR, thereby demonstrating sthe effectiveness of our approach.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the stability region of a power system under LVRT constraints is estimated using Lyapunov's direct method. First, a family of candidate Lyapunov functions is defined in the COA frame, within which we search for a good Lyapunov function candidate. The problem of estimating the stability region under LVRT constraints using the found Lyapunov function is non-convex by nature. Therefore, in order to convexify it for large-scale system applications, a methodology for obtaining an optimal polytopic inner approximation of the feasibility region is proposed. The method's effectiveness is demonstrated on a 2-machine 3-bus system. The proposed method is a good first step for quickly capturing the disturbances that can initiate wide-spread tripping of renewable generation, thereby increasing the threat of instability in power systems with high renewable penetration. The proposed method is shown to have less conservativeness than the closest UEP method. It was also seen to provide a reasonably good estimate of the stability region. The efficiency of the method due to linearity also allows its application to large-scale systems which will be explored in future work. 
